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Level setting

• Covid-19 unprecedented and ongoing shock to the financial system
• Loan loss reserves (allowance for loan and lease losses in the US) 

• Balance sheet valuation account to estimate uncollectible assets
• Due to impairments, non-performing loans, bankruptcies, etc.

• Loan loss provisions
• Income statement expense item to maintain loan loss reserves 
• Recent move from incurred loss method to expected credit loss (ECL) approach



Several dimensions to asset quality

• Accounting standards
• Supervisory guidance
• Risk management (arguably most important)



Loan loss accounting: A (very) brief history

• Incurred loss method: “Too little, too late”
• 2008: IASB and FASB note that delayed recognition of credit losses 

can overstate assets
• 2009: G20 Leaders call for “accounting standard setters to work 

urgently with supervisors and regulators to improve standards on 
valuation and provisioning”

• Concerns over Day One impact of ECL approach overblown
• Cries of “Too much, too soon!”
• Current ALLL levels: more accurately reflect quality of assets



The new ECL frameworks

Common attributes
• More useful information about a company’s expected credit loss
• Forward-looking

• no need for a “trigger event” to have occurred before credit losses are reported

• ECL measurements based on reasonable, supportable information
• historical, current and – for the first time – forecast information

US: Current Expected Credit Loss (CECL)
• Issued 2016
• Effective from 2020

Global: IFRS 9 Financial Instruments 
• Issued 2014
• Effective from 2018



Covid guidance and the new ECL frameworks



Covid-related sup/reg relief measures

• Different national programs
• Loan accommodations, debt restructurings, loan modification programs, etc.
• Flexibility in loan classification
• Permission to avoid using procyclical assumptions in provisioning models
• Temporary changes to the leverage ratio

• Such measures provide some breathing space but…
• …do they obscure the true reflection of a firm’s asset quality, overall financial 

soundness?

• During the 2007-09 GFC, crushing uncertainty due to lack of transparency
• A risk that we could we fall into this trap again?



Forbearance: a double-edged sword

• Helps buy much-needed time
• Original purpose and timeframe must be well defined
• Temporary solution but easily abused
• Politics play an important role
• A risk that “temporary” measures becoming permanent



Next steps / policy recommendations?

• Conduct post-implementation review of standards
• Make sure “temporary” relief measures are exactly that

• Milton Friedman: “Nothing is so permanent as a temporary government program”

• Proceed with extreme caution when it comes to forbearance
• Heightened supervisory focus on banks’ Covid-related risks and activities

• Strategy, credit risk management, compliance, operational risk
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